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There are many serious hazards in tree care work, and it can be dangerous. Tree 
care operations, such as tree trimming and removal, can expose workers to 
hazards such as:

• Falls  ladders, trees, aerial lifts

• Lacerations  tree branches, tools

• Electrocutions  overhead power lines

• Struck-by Hazards  tree limbs, traffic

• Asphyxiation  palm tree fronds

• Caught-in Hazards  chippers 0002834

FALL FROM BOOM LIFT
A tree removal service team decided to bring cut branches into the basket of the 
boom lift they were using, instead of letting them fall, to prevent them from 
damaging a garage and shed located under the large trees. Fall protection was 
provided but it was not utilized.

To get the branches into the basket, the boom lift operator opened the side 
access gate of the basket. As he leaned forward through the gate, he fell from the 
basket to the roof of the shed 12 feet below. It was evident the worker was badly 
injured and emergency services were called immediately. He was airlifted to a 
local hospital but died two days later.

Washington Case Report 21WA5248

➢ Personal fall protection is required when workers are exposed to fall hazards 
while working in boom lifts.

➢ Conduct a job hazard analysis (JHA) before starting a new tree care job to 
identify the hazards associated with each step and how they will be 
controlled.

STRUCK-BY FALLING TREE LIMB
While using a pole saw to clear a tree that was lying on a telephone line an 
experienced tree trimmer noticed that the saw became stuck in the wood. After 
pulling on the saw to attempt to dislodge it his hardhat fell off and he did not put 
it back on. Using a different chain saw, he cut another portion of the tree which 
caused a large 9-foot section (10-12 inches in diameter) to drop and strike him in 
the face and head.

Emergency services were called immediately, and he was airlifted to a trauma 
center, but died from his injuries the next day.

Kentucky Case Report 13KY038
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➢ A tree should never be cut above your head or shoulders with a chain saw. A 
bucket truck can be used to get above larger trees for a safer tree trimming 
project.

➢ Consider choosing a hard hat with a chin strap when doing activities that 
may cause the helmet to fall off while working.

ELECTROCUTION
A landscaper was using a pole saw to trim tree branches while standing on a 
portable work platform. While working, the pole saw came in contact with an 
energized overhead power line and he was electrocuted and then his clothes 
ignited.

Emergency services were called immediately. Co-workers used the work truck to 
push the work platform away from the overhead power lines and after help arrived 
the work platform was lowered so the worker could be rescued. The landscaper 
was transported to a trauma center where he died of his injuries later that day.

Massachusetts Case Report 13MA019

➢ Assume all overhead power lines are energized.

➢ Elevated work platforms must stay at least 10 feet away from overhead 
power lines.
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